
 

CIRCULAR DATED: - 29-03-2017 

SUB: - SECURITY & SAFETY guidelines and actions thereof 

We wish to inform you that we have been compelled  to change the security agency of our 

society. This decision has been taken on account of repeated lapses observed from the 

existing security agency who did not improve the standards and services despite repeated 

reminders served to them in this regard. Having sent them with last reminder on the 

deficiencies observed, which unfortunately they did not improve upon, we were left with no 

other option but to terminate their services. Security being a very vital ascpect cannot be 

taken lightly, given the mishappening happening all around, hence the inevitable change of 

the agency. We have had 4 contenders and they were evaluvated on various parameters. 

The responsiblities of the security have finally been awarded to M/s Falcon Securities & 

Allied Services (FSAS), & the company will take over the charge of our society w.e.f. 1st April 

2017. We have visited some of the societies where they are rendering services and the 

reports and feedbacks have been very satisfying and encouraging. May we request the 

residents to extend complete cooperation to the newly appointed security agency, and help 

us in our endavour of making the society completely safe and secure.  

May we also request you to kindly adhere the following, should we desire complete 

insulation from unwanted troubles / thefts and to keep the anti social elements away :-  

1. Kindly paste the society parking stickers, on your two & four wheeler at an easily 

observable place on your vehicle to enable security to give you immediate access. 

2. No vehicle shall be allowed to enter the premises by showing unpasted sticker /  

invalid stickers. 

3. Kindly park your vehicle only in your allotted parking slot, instead of parking on the 

roads which causes huge inconvenience to others, if your parking slot is affected by 

for some genuine reasons, kindly let us know to provide you with alternative 

solutions, should we still come across any inapproprations in the parking, we shall be 

compelled to take the actions, which shall range from debarring your vehicle to be 

cleaned by the cleaning staff to imposition of fine and issuing temporary suspension of 

your parking . We sincerely hope we shall never ever have to take such harsh steps.  

4. The above guidelines are also applicable to the visitor’s vehicles who come to the 

society premises and stay back. We shall ear mark some visitor parkings in such cases. 

5. No parking of cars shall be entertained at the main gate and /or the approach road to 

the A and B blocks. The parking at gate is a menace we need to get rid off. 

6. Do not offer cash to any of our hired / contracted personnel (Security, Housekeeping, 

Horticulture etc) for any kind of private work or loan in any form, in such an event the 

RWA shall never ever be responsible since we strictly disapprove of such acts. 



 

7. Kindly submit the forms of your permanent maids/service staff (Drivers) etc, to 

procure a valid ID card, We request you to ensure that your service staff always carries 

the ID cards all the time while inside the society campus, failing to comply with this, 

we shall first bring it to your notice, and a repeat of this negligence would amount to 

restricting their entry inside the society. 

8. Please refrain from giving your flat key/Valuable/Sensitive items to security or for that 

matter any hired or contracted employee of the RWA.  

9. Do not entertain any unknown person knocking on your door, in such an event, kindly 

call the security supervoiser deputed at main gate immediately. 

10. Should you come across any person(s) who looks doubtful, kindly report it to the 

security supervoiser immediately. 

11. Kindly tell your visitors(friends, relatives & known Persons) to follow the security 

guidelines strictly and log in their complete detail in the visitors register kept at the 

main gate.  

12.  Security has been asked to click the photographs of all visitors and will issue a 

visitor’s pass, which the visitors will return to security staff at the time of leaving  

the society, duly signed by the residents they visited.  

13. Kindly keep these numbers handy for quick emergency response: - 

A. Security (24X7) – 9312452524 

14.  In case personnel on site are not able to resolve the problem within stipulated time (2 

Hours) then please call their backend support officials:- 

A. Security: - Area In-charge: - 8826867241- Shailendra Shukla. 

B. Security:- Operation Manager:- 9711475657- Prabhakar Singh Chauhan 

C. Head Asdminstration- 9643324380- Thakur Raghvendra Singh 

We wish to ensure complete safety of all residents, looking at disturbing incidents happening 

around, which gets published in all dailies almost everyday. We seek your complete 

cooperation and participation to help us achieve a zero tolerance to thefts / burglary as 

promised. The induction of the new security team may take a while, please bear with us. 

May we at the same time assure you that we shall personally monitor and oversee that least 

amount of inconvenience is borne by the residents in this period of transition.  

Assuring you of our best services and attention at all times. 

Best Regards 

Managing Committee –GVOWA 

www.gvowa.org 

 


